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Utah (/ Ëˆ juË• t É”Ë• / YOO-taw, /-t É‘Ë• /-tah listen) is a state in the western United States.It became the
45th state admitted to the U.S. on January 4, 1896. Utah is the 13th-largest by area, 31st-most-populous, and
10th-least-densely populated of the 50 United States.Utah has a population of more than 3 million according
to the Census estimate for July 1, 2016.
Utah - Wikipedia
Territorial coat of arms (1876) The Utah Territory upon its creation. Modern state boundaries are shown for
reference. Capital Fillmore (1851â€“1856) Salt Lake City Government Organized incorporated territory
Governor â€¢ 1851â€“1858 Brigham Young â€¢ 1875-1880 George W. Emery â€¢ 1880-1886 Eli Houston
Murray â€¢ 1886-1889, 1893â€“1896 Caleb Walton West Legislature Utah Territorial Assembly ...
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Utah's #1 source for News, Sports, Weather and Classifieds
Utah News | KSL.com
Throughout the 19th century, the big issue with regard to Mormons in politics was their effort to continue the
practice of polygamy. After the 1887 U.S. Supreme Court ruling that polygamy could ...
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